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Sterling Silver Oval 8 x 6mm,  
2 Loops x Pack of 5 NV3 216X 

Oval Garnet 8 x 6mm 61GA IRCY 

Sterling Silver Jump Ring Heavy 4mm,  
4.2g x Pack of 100  NVH H40 

Sterling Silver Clasp, 1 row, with Figure of 
Eight Safety Clip NVF 026

Round Nose Pliers, Sprung 115mm 999 697

Create a
Wraptite
Bracelet 
by Sharon Philogene

What you'll 
need:

Level of 
design:

Beginner

Want to make a lovely 
wraptite bracelet? Not 
a problem! Just follow 
these six easy steps!

Tutorial
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Step 4 
Linking

Link all the gemstones together using the jump rings, 
remember that the jump ring should be opened or closed by 
twisting and not pulling it apart. Make sure all the jump rings 
are closed properly.

Step 5 
Adding the clasp

Using the jump rings add a clasp to the ends. We have 
used a sterling silver figure of eight clasp with a safety clip 
and good quality sturdy clasp with an added safety clip for 
security.

Step 6 
Ta dah!

After all the gemstones are linked together and the clasp is 
attached take the round nose pliers and squeeze all of the 
loops again to make sure they are tight. Your bracelet is now 
finished and ready to wear.

Step 1 
To begin

Place the gemstone face down on your work surface, place the 
wraptite loop over the gemstone and press down. It will click 
into place. We are using faceted garnets as the colour contrast 
against the silver will look lovely.

Step 2 
To the wire

Cut two pieces of 1mm wire, or the same thickness as the 
jump rings, insert the two lengths of wire into the loop holes. 
Using a pair of round nose pliers squeeze the pliers at the 
base of the loop on both sides.

Step 3 
...And repeat!

Remove the wires and continue steps one and two until you 
have enough bezels to form a bracelet. 


